REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
CONSULTANT’S QUALIFICATIONS BASED SELECTION (CQS)
Federated States of Micronesia
Digital FSM Project – National Digital Connectivity Infrastructure
Loan No./Credit No./ Grant No.: D556-FM
Assignment Title: FSM FTTH Network Design
Reference No. FM-DOFA-165174-CS-CQS
The Federated State of Micronesia has received financing from the World Bank toward
the cost of the Digital FSM Project and intends to apply part of the proceeds for
consulting services.
The consulting services (“the Services”) include design of the Fiber the Home (FTTH)
network for the main islands of Yap, Pohnpei and Kosrae States to the specification of
FSMT Cable. FSMT Cable is the National FSM Government owned Open Access Entity
and is responsible for implementation of the FTTH network across the main islands of
each of the four states.
FSMT Cable is looking for expertise to help it iterate the design and make trade-offs
between different underground and overhead distribution options. Outputs include,
detailed fiber and civil design, bill of materials (with options and specifications) and highlevel fiber drop design. The objective is to develop a design of sufficient detail that civil
contracts can then be let to physical build the network.
Also included is the design of network records and provision and other processes to
support ongoing network operation.
The detailed Terms of Reference (TOR) and accompanying documents for the
assignment is attached to this REOI.
The FSMT Cable Corporation and the Department of Finance and Administration now
invites eligible consulting firms (“Consultants”) to indicate their interest in providing the
Services. Interested Consultants should provide information demonstrating that they
have the required qualifications and relevant experience to perform the Services.
The attention of interested Consultants is drawn to paragraph 3.14, 3.16 and 3.17 of the
World Bank’s Procurement Regulations for IPF Borrowers dated July 2016, revised
November 2017 and August 2018 (“the Regulations”), setting forth the World Bank’s
policy on conflict of interest.
The best qualified firm to carry out the services will be selected in accordance with the
Consultant’s Qualifications Based Selection (CQS) method set out in the Regulations,
and based on the following criteria:

§

Experience in designing open access fiber networks that support both GPON and
Point to Point services with multiple retail service provider flexibility; and

§

experience with best practice underground and aerial designs and solutions; and

§

having existing proven processes and systems that allow rapid design iteration and
collaboration with FSMT Cable to determine the optimum design; and

§

experience in developing inventory and record systems and processes to support
the long-term network operation.

Further information can be obtained at the address below during office hours (0900 to
1700).
Expressions of interest must be delivered in a written form to the address below (in
person, or by mail, or by fax, or by e-mail) by 11 May 2020.
National FTTH Rollout Manager
Mr Peter Garamfel
PO Box 2202, Kolonia, Pohnpei, Federated States of Micronesia, 96941
+691 320 2602
info@fsmcable.com
www.fsmcable.com

Attachment: Terms of Reference (TOR)

2020

FSM FTTH Network
Design
TERMS OF REFERENCE
FM-DOFA-165174-CS-CQS
14 APRIL 2020

2.6

1. Summary
Background
1.1

The National Government of the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), in partnership
with the World Bank, has announced its intention to complete an open access fibre to
the home network for the main islands of the four states of FSM. This is the
cornerstone of the Digital FSM Project which aims to expand access to the internet,
promote private sector investment in digital services, and establish the critical
foundations for digital government services and the digital economy.

1.2

Further information and background to the project is included in the attached High
Level Architecture and Assumptions for FSM FTTH Design paper.

1.3

Financing is in place through a World Bank Project Preparation Advance, which
includes financing for the development of plans and designs so that the project is able
to start construction and other implementation activities as soon as the project is
approved and declared effective.

1.4

The Federated States of Micronesia Telecommunications Cable Corporation (FSMTCC
or FSMT Cable, and sometimes also referred to as the Open Access Entity or OAE) will
manage the contract on behalf of the National Government until the Project becomes
effective. Upon Project effectiveness the contract will be moved to FSMT Cable. FSMT
Cable is the implementing entity for the FTTH activities under the Project and will own
and operate the FTTH network.

1.5

FSMT Cable has decided to break up the FTTH network rollout into separate
components for (1) design, (2) materials and (3) civil works. The objective is to get the
best mix of international skills and experience for the design of the open access
network, and the best mix of civil work experience. These TORs are for the design
component, and are expected to provide the necessary inputs to guide the
procurement of the materials and civil works components.

1.6

Chuuk is outside of the scope of this piece of work. Options for a way forward for
Chuuk, including FTTH Plans for the inner lagoon islands, will be considered mid 2020.
The rollout strategy in Chuuk will also need to be coordinated closely with the planned
electricity development project which is being implemented by the Chuuk Power
Utility Corporation (CPUC).

1.7

The general desire is for the core aspects of the network to be underground. This is
based on the inherent resiliency of underground infrastructure. The states are at risk
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from storm damage and the lush vegetation grows fast and is a hazard to overhead
deployment. However, underground is not expected everywhere and FSMT Cable is
realistic around the extent that they can do underground. The trade-off between
underground and overhead is going to be a key decision that FSMT Cable is looking for
out of this assignment. The Consultant will be expected to include an assessment and
recommendations for design options and forecast climate co-benefits (adaptation and
mitigation), including resilience to climate related natural disasters, energy efficiency,
GHG emission reductions, etc.
1.8

Further information on the different states is available in the FSM High Level
Architecture and Assumptions paper which should be referenced as part of this
design.

1.9

Yap has been chosen as the initial build State. Yap has good existing civil infrastructure
and was recently connected via an international submarine cable for the first time.
The total number of households to be connected is also relatively small viz. 2000
households. Starting in Yap allows learnings to be developed and the design tested on
a smaller scale than the other states.

Reference Documents
1.10

In addition to the detail in this Terms of Reference, the following two attached
documents should inform responses:
- High Level Architecture and Assumptions for FSM FTTH Design v1.0
- Digital Federated States of Micronesia Project Environmental and Social
Management Plan v2.0

1.11

Respondents should familiarise themselves with the Reference Documents as they are
a material input into the scope of this Terms of Reference.

Future Downstream work
1.12

The successful consultant will be eligible for further downstream work, subject to
satisfactory performance and at FSMT Cable’s discretion. This could include (but not
limited to) work such as further design, training, project supervision or other
professional services.
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2 Objective
Purpose
2.1

The purpose of this assignment is to complete the detailed design for the three main
islands of the states of Yap, Kosrae and Pohnpei.

2.2

More specifically the purpose of this assignment is to:

2.3

(a)

Complete a desktop design that allows FSMT Cable to engage in the trade-offs
of different approaches (materials selection / underground vs overhead). This
desktop design will allow high level costing estimates for the project. FSMT
Cable expects that the successful consultant will be able to rapidly iterate
changes to the high level planning assumptions so that they will be able to try
different combinations to optimise the FTTH build.

(b)

Inform the selection and ordering of materials and any specialist tools or
systems to support the build and operation of the network.

(c)

Complete detailed civil and fibre design for the three main islands of the states
of Yap, Kosrae and Pohnpei that allows for contracts to be let for the civil work
to a wider range of civil contractors and design for the fibre build team.

(d)

Design the network records and provisioning process (including any
recommendation on tools if appropriate; like for example a network inventory
system). This is so that FSMT Cable is able to modify the design as it goes
through the building phase to take into account the numerous changes that
will occur during final construction, extend the network over time and connect
and support service provider and end customers. FSMT Cable prefers open
standards where possible.

Chuuk is planned as a later extension to this contract. Chuuk should be expected to
follow the same high-level architecture as the other three states.
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3 Scope of Services
3.1

The scope of the services contemplated in this Terms of Reference is all the activities
and tasks required to design the FSM FTTH network.

3.2

The design scope is broken into four separate phases. At each phase the consultant is
expected to submit draft materials for review and acceptance by FSMT Cable. FSMT
Cable will then provide feedback, clarifications and questions to the Consultant. The
process is expected to be iterative. After agreed refinement, the Consultant will then
provide the final set of materials for FSMT Cable for final approval.

3.3

The phases are designed to overlap and some activity is expected to be concurrent as
it relies on different skills and resources. Consultants are invited to consider the
phasing and make any recommendations or changes.

3.4

The scope is to be completed by the end of 2020. Ongoing, professional services may
be required for technical and architectural support past Phase 3 and 4. These would
be subject to satisfactory performance and conditional on build commencing.

3.5

Phase 1 Desktop Design for Yap. This is design work to be completed remotely, with
no site visit required. It is assumed that the Consultant will able to be bring a range of
tools and processes using the data provided by FSMT Cable.
(a) Communal Network Design: Design of the FSM FTTH network to meet the
architectural requirements covering the address points identified for Yap in
Appendix 1. Both an aerial design is requested as well as an underground design,
also having regard to pros/cons from a climate co-benefits perspective –
adaptation and mitigation. There is no access to existing duct infrastructure.
Underground design is to assume new build using the most appropriate
technology applicable including microtrenching and microducts where this is
deemed suitable.
(b) Drop Network Design: This is the design for connecting each individual customer
to the network. This is expected to include a limited number of standardized
options for connecting each premises, covering both where underground and
aerial distribution is used for the communal network.
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(c) Specification and cost estimates of volume driven materials: These will be used
to estimate material, civil and other labor driven costs. This should be broken
down into:
i.

Distance driven materials – to create an estimate of how much per km?
This is cost per metre of material for providing coverage. Examples of this
will be microduct cost per metre and the cost of different fibre count cables
for use in ducts or ADSS fibre for aerial deployments.

ii.

Premises covered driven materials – how much to cover x thousand
premises and able to be connected?
This is the cost of making the network available to end customers. This is
for items driven by the number of premises covered. Examples will be CO
OFDF sizing, FFP Cabinets, FATs, any materials involved in leaving the
network ready to connect in underground scenarios or pole mounted
terminals when an aerial topology is used.

iii.

Connection related materials – how much per connecting customer?
These are the consumables used in connecting an end customer to the
network. It would include lead in cables or ducts and any materials used to
get from the network at the boundary of the premises to the inside of the
premises where the service provider connects their ONT. This includes
recommended solutions for internal (and/or) external termination points.

Where different options exist and there are valid trade-offs in the materials these
must be made explicit. Materials / components specified shall all meet industry
standards and have reference sites. A high-level output sheet is attached in
Appendix 3.
(d) Specification and cost estimates of Fibre Specific Tool sets. The materials
identified in (d) are likely to require specific tools. There are two key sets:
i.

Tools for the building of the communal / core network. This is expected
to include tools for splicing fibre, tools required for blowing fibre in main
feeder and core routes (if applicable) and recommended test tools for
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qualifying fibre loss. These tools would also be the tools expected to be
used to maintain the communal / core network.
ii.

Tools for the connection of individual customers to the network. This is
expected to include fibre splicing tools if fibre splicing is required to
connect a customer, any tools for supporting airblown fibre, any specific
connectors related tools and any fibre testing tools.

A high-level output sheet is attached in Appendix 3.
Phase 2 Expanding the Desktop Design
(e) Desktop design for Kosrae and Pohnpei. Once FSMT Cable has accepted the
desktop design and costing estimates for Yap then the same design principles
should be used to compete a desktop study for Kosrae and Pohnpei. No travel
should be required to complete this step. A key output of this stage is a bill of
materials that can be used for the entire project.
Phase 3 Detailed design for each State
(f) Detailed design for Yap. This is to produce detailed designs for Yap that can then
be contracted out to civil build organisations and instruct the fibre build team. This
is expected to require a visit to Yap to survey and make pragmatic changes to the
desktop design. The Consultant should be aware that the FTTH rollout for Yap is
the first priority. The detailed design work for Yap should start as soon as the Phase
1 work has been accepted by FSMT Cable. This may mean that the Yap detailed
design (phase 3) starts before or concurrently with desktop design work for
Pohnpei and/or Kosrae (phase 2).
(g) Detailed design for Pohnpei. As for Yap.
(h) Detailed design for Kosrae. As above for Yap.
Phase 4 Supporting Design (subject to Project effectiveness)
(i) Design of Network Records, Provisioning Processes and Support Processes. This
is the design and specification of the network records schema, recording process
for the as built records and any system specification. The provisioning and support
processes are the documented steps and processes that FSMT Cable will use to
connect and support end customers onto the network. This includes single
dwelling premises as well as network extensions to support small communities,
campuses and multi-dwelling units.
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It is expected that the records systems (network inventory system) would be
populated with the design constructed in the earlier phases and would be able to
be updated and kept current by FSMT Cable through the build and the life of the
network. FSMT Cable prefers open standards-based systems and approaches
where possible.
This phase should include recommendations on tool sets where consistent with
best practice for electronically recording as built networks and network changes.
3.6

Plan summary and initial timing assumptions:
Phase
Kick off
Phase 1
Yap Desktop
Design

Phase 2
Wider
Desktop
Design
Phase 3

Programme Plan
Draft Desktop Design
for Yap (a-d)
Iteration

Final Documents and
deliverables for Phase
1 (a-d)
Desktop design for
Kosrae and Pohnpei (e)

Detailed Design for Yap
(f)

Detailed
design for
each state
Detailed Design for
Pohnpei (g)

Detailed Design for
Kosrae (h)

Phase 4
Supporting
Design

Network Records and
Provisioning Design (i)

Comments
Agreed as part of Contract / RFP
To start iteration with FSMT Cable.
High level drafts of all Phase 1
Deliverables.
Expect questions and
reconfigurations of high level drafts.

Expected
Duration

Expected Resources
Program Manager

2-3 weeks

Architect
/ Network Planner

2-3 weeks

Architect
/ Network Planner

2 weeks

Network Planner

1 week

Network Planner

2 weeks
2 weeks

Program Manager
Network Planner
Network Planner

Final Desktop design for Yap.

Based on assumptions signed off on
June 29. Draft ready for questions /
sign off
Signed off Bill of Materials for three
states for FSM
Plan for approach signed off
Planning resources in country
Detailed designs presented for sign
off
Signed off by FSMT Cable
Plan for approach signed off
Planning resources in country
Detailed designs presented for sign
off
Signed off by FSMT Cable
Plan for approach signed off
Planning resources in country
Detailed designs presented for sign
off
Signed off by FSMT Cable
High level records schema and
provisioning approach.
Finalised documents and processes

1 week
4 weeks
3 weeks

Program Manager
Network Planner
Network Planner

1 week
2 weeks
2 weeks
1 week
2 weeks
4 weeks

Program Manager
Network Planner
Network Planner

Architect/ Business
Analyst
Architect/ Business
Analyst
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4. Deliverables, Timing and Administrative Arrangements
4.1

This is a deliverable based lump sum payment project.
Report / Output
Signing of Contract
Deliverable 1
- Desktop Design for Yap Agreed (completion of
Phase 1)
- Plan for approach of detailed design to Yap
(component of Phase 3)
Deliverable 2
- Desktop Design for Kosrae and Pohnpei Agreed and
full bill of materials for the three in scope states
completed (completion of Phase 2)
- High level records schema and provisioning
approach (interim component of Phase 4)
- Detailed Design for Yap completed and accepted
(component of Phase 3)
Deliverable 3
- Finalised documents and processes accepted for
records schema, provisioning and supporting
processes and tools (completion of Phase 4).
- Plan for approach of detailed design of Kosrae
accepted (component of Phase 3)
Deliverable 4
- Kosrae Detailed Design completed and accepted
(component of Phase 3
- Plan for approach of detailed design for Pohnpei
accepted (component of Phase 3)
Deliverable 5
- Pohnpei Detailed Design completed and accepted
(completion of Phase 3)

Due Date
Contract
Signature

Milestone
payment
10%

Contract
Signature
+ 1 month

10%

Contract
Signature
+ 2 months

20%

Contract
Signature
+ 3 months

20%

Contract
Signature
+ 4.5 months

20%

Contract
signature
+ 6 months

20%

4.2

The Consultant will be expected to commence work within one week of contract
signature.

4.3

Drafts of all deliverables shall be provided to FSMT Cable and the World Bank for
review before they are finalised and accepted.

4.4

FSMT Cable will use best efforts to respond no later than 5 working days after
submission of each draft to enable efficient progress of the Consultant’s work. The
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Consultant shall submit draft reports to FSMT Cable, with a copy to the World Bank,
for review at least 5 days prior to the deadline for each deliverable.
4.5

The Consultant will be required to submit a formal timetable for activities, reports
and deliverables in conjunction with, or prior to the first deliverable. This
assignment is expected to require approximately 320 non-consecutive days of work.
Included in these days of work are an expected total of three, two person, visits to
FSM (i.e. a visit to survey each state). This is expected to be two-week visits for Yap,
and Kosrae. Because of its bigger size, Pohnpei is expected to require up to a four
week visit.

4.6

The Consultant will report to the FSMT Cable. Daily supervision and guidance will be
provided by Mr Peter Garamfel, National FTTH Rollout Manager assisted by Mr Mike
Lott, advisor to the FSMT Cable on this project.

4.7

The Consultant shall immediately advise FSMT Cable of any direct or indirect financial
interest or other enduring professional relationship which might reasonably be seen
to affect the impartiality of his or her advice to FSMT Cable under this assignment.

4.8

The end date for this assignment shall be 31 December 2020, unless extended by
mutual agreement and subject to satisfactory performance.

4.9

Given the current level of global uncertainty regarding travel and safety, the travel
commitments and any tasks requiring a domestic presence in the FSM referenced in
these TOR will be treated as flexible. Where needed, the Consultant and FSMT Cable
will agree in good faith the most appropriate arrangement to give effect to the
Services outlined in the TOR. For example, an alternative arrangement may include
increased use of video-conferencing services. If the prospect of a visit emerges
during the term of the contract the parties will negotiate suitability and cost at that
time.

4.10

FSMT Cable will make available key GIS information to the Consultant for use in
planning the network. The primary data will be the outside plant and customer meter
locations for the four state utility companies. End premises with mains power is being
used as the primary indicator to decide whether a premise is to have fiber planned.

4.11

Other sources of data may be available. FMST Cable will assist in acquiring additional
data.
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5 Consultant qualifications
5.1

The selected Consultant is expected to be a firm or association of firms. The selected
Consultant should have a minimum of five years’ experience in designing fiber
networks, in the following key attributes:
(a) Experience in open access networks that support both GPON and Point to Point
services and multiple service providers.
Minimum requirements:
•

Minimum of five years of relevant network design experience that has included
the following:
o High level design of all outside plant physical network for FTTH access
networks; and
o Physical design of Central Office, aggregation and transport fiber
design; and
o Fiber drop design and options for different building and access
approaches (aerial, underground).

In addition, the following demonstratable experience(s) and capabilities are desirable:
•
•
•
•

Fiber deployments where both point to point and GPON services are delivered
through the same infrastructure.
Design of networks that supporting multiple service providers. This is where
multiple layer 2 operators are provided for in the design and operations.
Extending past design and into network build (e.g. project experience of
building their own design).
Operational support of networks for connecting and maintaining end
customers (i.e. providing day to day operations support for networks that they
have designed).

(b) Experience with best practice underground and aerial designs and solutions
Minimum requirements:
Demonstrated experience in:
• specifying rapid trenching technologies and associated systems and materials;
and
• experience in both air blown and fixed fiber; and
• alternative options for aerial fiber distribution, including connectorized
options; and
• specifying different hardware options and alternatives for cabinets and
enclosures.
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In addition, the following demonstratable experience(s) and capabilities are desirable:
•
•
•
•

Practices and approaches that have successfully worked in low craft skill civil
and fiber network construction including balancing the total cost differences
between approaches.
Small-scale network operator environment and the challenges that relate to
network technology selection.
Rural and small-town network planning where a mixed approach is required.
Balancing best practice network requirements within set environmental and
social guidelines.

(c) Processes and systems that allow rapid design iteration and collaboration with
FSMT Cable to determine the optimum design.
Minimum requirements:
•
•

Experience with appropriate planning and GIS tools suited to FSMT Cable’s
scale and open access business requirements; and
Experience in delivering design artefacts (eg. Designs, Bills of Materials, etc) to
clients that are then able to be used by multiple parties to then build the
network. Eg; the specific designs for civil contractors to physically build
network ducts and for separate fiber build crews to deploy and connect core
network fibers.

In addition, the following demonstratable experience(s) and capabilities are desirable:
•
•
•

Integration with previous clients to improve high level design based on
learnings developed through the planning process.
Experience in working to support assignments in the Pacific or similar Small
Island Developing State to FSM.
Experience in delivering on remote assignments, where travel and co-location
is not possible.

(d) Developing inventory and record systems and processes to support the longterm network operation.
Minimum requirements:
• Demonstrable experience in specifying and documenting processes associated
with fiber support systems and processes used for provisioning and
maintaining FTTH networks.
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In addition, the following demonstratable experience(s) and capabilities are desirable:
•
•
•
•

Ability to leverage existing processes and approaches from firm’s experience
in supporting network build and network operations.
Small scale, IT “light” practices where sophisticated systems and approaches
are not practical.
Delivering training and support materials where English skills are poor or
limited.
Day to day operational support of FTTH networks.

5.2

The following will form part of the instructions to the shortlisted consultant to
address, once shortlisted, as part of their technical proposal. It is included in the Terms
of Reference to enable consultants to understand what will be required of the
shortlisted consultant.

5.3

The Consultant should include their proposed methodology and approach to the
assignment as well as a high level workplan as to how it would address the items in
scope. The Consultant should feel free to suggest alternatives to the draft plan in 3.6.

5.4

The Consultant shall include the following key personnel in the proposal. One
member of the team may demonstrate experience relating to more than one of the
positions described below. Evaluation will be based on how the key personnel in
aggregate satisfy the requirements.
a)

Network Architect / Chief Designer, with relevant qualifications from a
recognized institution, and at least 10 years of relevant experience relating to
network design.
Experience in the following:
(i)
Successfully leading a network design assignment; and
(ii)

High level design of all outside plant physical network and inventory for
FTTH network access networks; and

(iii)

Physical design of Central Office, aggregation and transport fiber; and

(iv)

systems and process for supporting the provisioning and maintenance of
FTTH networks; and

(v)

in a small-scale network operator environment; and

(vi)

balancing best practice network requirements within set environmental
and social guidelines; and
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(vii)
b)

practices and approaches that work for low craft skill civil and fiber
network construction is desirable.

Network Planner(s), with at least five years of relevant experience in planning
underground and aerial FTTH networks.
Experience in relation to:
(i)
rural and small-town network planning; and

c)

(ii)

familiarity with appropriate planning and GIS tools suited to FSMT Cables
scale and requirements; and

(iii)

close integration with architect/designer to improve high level design
based in learnings developed through the planning processes; and

(iv)

working in a small-scale network operator environment; and

(v)

Remote working with third parties and different network operators is
desirable.

Business Analyst with at least five years of relevant experience in specifying
and documenting processes associated with fiber support systems and
processes used for provisioning and maintaining FTTH networks.
Experience in relation to:
(i)
Small scale, IT “light” practices where sophisticated systems and
approaches are not practical; and

5.5

(ii)

experience of day to day operational support of FTTH networks; and

(iii)

communicating (oral and written) in a manner suitable for non-expert
decision makers; and

(iv)

working remotely as part of a wider team; and

(v)

existing experiences and processes that can be leveraged is desirable.

One of the key personnel shall be designated the Team Leader and will be responsible
for coordinating and ensuring the delivery of this assignment.
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Appendix 1 – Premise counts
Key statistics for Yap main island:
2010 Census Count of Homes

1,680

Count of Open Street Maps
Buildings

1,927

Count of Electricity Meter
Points

1,874

Count of Modelled Buildings
from Pacific Geo
Main Roads

1,600

Secondary Roads

113 km

Only residential properties
counted
Higher as incudes nonresidential, and includes
out-buildings, but satellite
based analysis means that
a number of buildings have
not been counted as they
were obscured.
Starting assumption for
desktop based planning.
Correlation with request
for electricity and
broadband is high.
Rough approximation.

47 km
Note that this includes
paths and tracks

Key statistics for Pohnpei Main Island
2010 Census Count of Homes

5,970

Count of Open Street Maps
Buildings
Count of Electricity Meter
Points

2,716
5,159 (2010 census houses
with power)

Count of Modelled Buildings

To update with actuals
from Utility
9,465

Main Roads

80 km

Secondary Roads

251 km

Only residential properties
counted
Missing large portion
Recommended starting
assumption for desktop
based planning. Correlation
with request for electricity
and broadband is high.
Rough approximation
The main ring around the
island
Includes the streets of
Kolonia and the inland
roads and tracks.
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Key statistics for Kosrae
2010 Census Count of Homes

1,143

Count of Open Street Maps
Buildings
Count of Electricity Meter
Points

641
1,079 (2010 census houses
with power)

Count of Modelled Buildings

To update with actuals
from Utility
426

Main Roads
Secondary Roads

44 km
34 km

Only residential properties
counted
Missing large portion
Recommended starting
assumption for desktop
based planning. Correlation
with request for electricity
and broadband is high.
Missing large portion

Key statistics for Chuuk lagoon [not included within scope of work]
2010 Census Count of Homes

5,444

Count of Open Street Maps
Buildings

8,629

Count of Electricity Meter
Points

To be updated

Count of Modelled Buildings

5,442

Main Roads
Secondary Roads

13km
96 km

Only residential properties
counted
Higher as incudes nonresidential, and includes
out-buildings, but satellite
based starting point will
miss some
Work assumed to be
completed at the same
time as electricity build on
islands of Inner Lagoon
Rough approximation
All in Weno
Except for Weno, they are
all pedestrian paths and
tracks
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Appendix 2 – Data files to support the design available
Files available:
1. Yap State Public Services Corporation
Electricity Network. This will be obtained
for the other three states.
2. FSM Telecom network nodes

3. Pacific Geo – FM Point Building Exposure
Modelled
4. FSM School locations
5. Yap, Kosrea, Pohnepi and Chuuk Photos

6. Open Street Map Buildings for the main
islands of each state
7. Open Street Map Roads for the main
islands of each state

1

Provides meter locations, poles, aerial and
routes. This is the best source of data.
Meter locations are the best proxy for fibre
demand.
Locations of Central Office, xDSL cabinets
and Mobile sites. These will be demand
points and given an example of existing
network aggregation points.
Data from PacGeo site on modelled
building replacements across FSM1. For
information purposes only.
Locations of Schools across FSM.
Geotagged photos from November 2019
and January 2020 visits. To give a general
impression of infrastructure and
environment.
Shape file of OSM buildings. These are for
information only. They are representative,
not definitive.
Shape file of OSM roads. In Yap they have
been classified as to sealed vs unsealed.

http://www.pacgeo.org/layers/geonode:fm_bldexp_modelled/metadata_detail
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Sample of YSPSC network data showing infrastructure in Colonia modelled in QGIS:
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Appendix 3 – Outputs from Phase 1
Yap Materials estimates
(i) Distance Driven Materials

Ducting

Grey boxes are to be entered by respondent
# per premise
ducts

2

# feeder / core
ducts

US$ cost per
metre

metres

Access
Transport
Combo access & transport
other duct option
other duct option

$
$

-

total
$
$
$
$
$

-

1

Shipping for duct
Total duct cost

Fibre

$

2

fibre count

US$ cost per
metre

metres

fibre option A
fibre option B
fibre option C
fibre option D
fibre option E
Shipping for fibre

total
$
$
$
$
$

-

-

1

Total fibre costs
Distance driven material costs

$

-

$

-

$
$

-

$

-

$

-

0

$
$

-

0

$

-

$

-

$

-

0

$
$
$
$

-

0

$

-

$

-

$
$

-

$
$
$
$
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(ii) Premisies Count Driven Materials
Central Office

# terminations

# Offices

$US per unit

3

Optical Distribution Frame
Racking for Service Provider OLT

Fibre Flexibility Points

# premises per FFP # FFPs

FFP, Cabinet and frame

Fibre Access Terminals
Enclosure, fibre trays
Pit Materials

$US per unit

3

# premises per
terminal

# Terminals

$US per unit

3

Other solutions where pit is not suitable

Premises

4

Total FAT
Access
Aerial Distribution
Pole mounted terminals

# premises per
terminal

# terminals

$US per unit

# premises

# units

$US per unit

3

Underground Distribution
Microduct closure & materials
Boundary Marker
Handhole
Ducting

Total Shipping for all Premises Count Driven Materials

1

Premises covered driven material costs
(iii) Connection driven materials5
Undergound lead in
Underground lead in fibre
Conduit

metres

External termination point 6
Internal fibre6
Internal termination point
Misc hardware and any other materials
Underground lead in material costs
Aerial lead in
Aerial lead in fibre
6

External termination point
Internal fibre6
Internal termination point
Misc hardware and any other materials
Aerial lead in material costs

$US per unit

Notes
1. Shipping includes all costs to get specified materials to Yap.
2. Duct and fibre categories and types should be broken down.
3. All distribution frame, cabinet, closure, or terminals should include all costs fiting out with sufficient capacity at day 1
4. There may be instances where a normal outdoor pit is not appropriate eg. Multi Dwelling Units where the fibre enclosure might be wall mounted in a common communications area
5. This is for a standard single dwelling unit that is expected to makeup to 80% of connections
6. ETP and or internal fibre may not be required in all scenarios. Objective is a protected entry (for both the premises and the fibre).
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Fibre Specific Tool Sets and Estimates
(i) Tools for building (and then supporting) the communal / core network in Yap
Please provide a list of the expected equipment
Equipment
Fibre Splicer
Fibre Blowing Machine for core / feeder fibre
Fibre Blowing Machine for indiviudal premises
Large Compressor
Small Compressor
Generator
OTDR

Please provide a list of the expected equipment
Expected Civil equipment required for build
eg Microtrencher
Small Excavator
Utility truck

Number

$US per Unit

$US per Unit
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-

Number

(ii) Tools for connecting individual customers
Please provide a list of the expected equipment for each installation crew
Equipment
eg Fibre Splicer
Fibre Blowing Machine for 5mm
Compressor
OTDR
Generator

$US per Unit

Please provide a list of the expected equipment
Expected general equipment required for connecting customers
Van / Truck
Ladder
Drill
Spade
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